


The Keringer winery has had its roots firmly anchored since the 
15th century. Robert and Marietta Keringer have been running 
the winery in the oldest wine-growing community in Austria for 
more than 17 years now.

The family business in Mönchhof is located in the middle of the 
Neusiedlersee DAC wine-growing region and primarily red wines 
are vinified.

FACTS:

Weingut Keringer
Mönchhof  |  Burgenland  | AUSTRIA
Wine region:  Neusiedlersee DAC

Working Vineyard: > 100 hectares
Production capacity: > 1,000,000 bottles / year

75 %  Red wine
20 %  White wine    
5 %    Rosé wine/sweet wine/sparkling wine

Grape varieties:

> Grüner Veltliner
> Welschriesling
> Chardonnay
> Sauvignon Blanc
> Muskat Ottonel
> Traminer
> Blütenmuskateller

> Zweigelt (35%)
> Blaufränkisch
> St. Laurent
> Rathay
> Cabernet Sauvignon
> Merlot
> Shiraz



OUR OPERATION
2004   
acquired over with a few acres

2022  
- around 100 hectares of working vineyards
- 23 employees
- 23 types of wine
- Plans: extension of production and warehouse,
- continuous growth

Sales:
> direct sales on site
> online shop
> gastronomy
> wine shops
> wholesale and C+C
> grocery store

Export countries:
> Germany   > Czech Republic
> Switzerland  > Canada
> Benelux   > Denmark
> Lichtenstein  > Luxembourg
> Poland   > USA
> Estonia   > China
> and others

Sustainable Austria certified



OUR CLIMATE
is influenced by:

1 Continental pannonic climate from the east
2 Moderately Atlantic from the west
3 Cool wind from the north
4 Mediterranean influence from the south

Including:
> around 300 sunny days a year
> more than 2,000 hours of sunshine a year
> constant wind (mainly from NW)
> cold winters with little snow

OUR LOCATION
Burgenland is located on the eastern edge of Austria 
and borders on Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia.

CLIMATE NORTH

EAST

SOUTH



VINTAGE 2021

> Duration more than four weeks

> perfect grape material
   in all grape varieties



UNESCO World Heritage

National Park Neusiedler See - Seewinkel



AWARDS

We set high standards for the quality of our wines. We 
are happy and grateful for the many national and 
international awards that recognise our quality stan-
dards and the path we have taken.

AWC Vienna, Salon Austria Wine, Falstaff, Burgenland 
wine awards, A la Carte, Golden League and many 
other well-known awards - we are happy about every 
recognition for our efforts and see them as confirma-
tion and request to continue to create extraordinary 
wines for you.

FALSTAFF GRAND PRIX WINNER 2021

6-time Golden League-Winner - Best Producer in 
international competition
2019 / 2018 / 2017 / 2016 / 2015 / 2014

11 x „Best Producer Austria“ 
BerlinWine Trophy
2021 /2020 / 2019 / 2018 / 2017 / 2016 / 2015 /  
2014 / 2011 / 2010 / 2008

2 x „Best Producer Austria“  
Asia Wine Trophy
2020 / 2019 

2 x „Best National Producer“ –  
Austrian Wine Challenge (AWC)
2017 / 2013

Multiple AWC variety winner
2019 /2017 /2015 (2x) / 2014 / 2013 (2x) /  
2012 (2x) / 2011 / 2009 / 2005 / 2004

9-times winner –  
Landesprämierung Burgenland
2021 / 2019 / 2015 / 2014 (2x) / 2013 / 2009 / 2007

4-times Winner – SALON Österreich Wein
2019 / 2015 / 2009 / 2007

FALSTAFF-awarded in the red wine guide
2022, 2021, 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014, 
2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004



HEIDEBODEN
Rotweincuvée 2020



For the 12th time „Best Producer in Austria“  
at the Berlin Wine Trophy 2022

BEST PRODUCER IN AUSTRIA 2022



OUR SPECIAL SOILS
The gravelly soil structure can be found in the entire area of   
the Mönchhofer vineyards in the direction of Frauenkirchen 
and also in the Frauenkirchner municipal area south of 
Mönchhof, where a large part of the Keringer wines thrive.

The gravel soils in this area have a layer of humus of varying 
thickness. The gravel sometimes reaches the surface and 
the stones are clearly visible.

This type of soil is decisive for the large Heideboden site. The 
conditions for wine-producing could not be better.



We work sustainably  - 
AND THINK AHEAD

We are convinced that we have to take responsibility. This includes the 
conservation of resources, working with respect and in harmony with 
nature.

Managing our winery sustainably means we focus on having healthy 
vines in our vineyards, gentle vinification of our wines, but also good 
cooperation with our employees and with all suppliers ... that starts with 
the grapes, continues with the power supply and is far from over when 
the bottle corks open.

Our customers not only want to enjoy high quality, they also want to 
know where the wine comes from and under what conditions it was 
produced. 

We guarantee sustainable management and stand for it with our name. 

(Certified sustainable Austria)



OUR WINES
AT A GLANCE



Autochthonous with tradition

HEIDEBODEN

100 DAYS

MASSIV®
MASSIV® Red

MASSIV® White
MASSIV® White Sparkling

new wooden barrel,
partly double occupancy

> 100 days mash
> 100 days fine lees

new wooden barrel (barrique)

wooden barrel and/or stainless steel,
depending on the variety partly in

wooden barrel  
  

stainless steel and wood,
interpreted in a modern  
way, partly in a wooden 

barrel (barrique)

classic  
expansion in

steel tank

Chardonnay, Zweigelt, Shiraz,  
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot

Chardonnay, Rosé, Rotweincuvée

AVIATOR Blaufränkisch, ZWEIGELT vom Heideboden, 
COMMANDER St. Laurent, GRANDE CUVÉE

First DAYS
Rosé
White

Every DAYS
Welschriesling

Grüner Veltliner
Sauvignon Blanc 

Zweigelt 
St. Laurent

MASSIV®
Our flagship wines can be found in the premium 
wine line of the top cuvées MASSIV® Red and 
MASSIV® White and are made from the best  
grapes. The unique cuvées embody their origin 
and our craftsmanship.
MASSIV® Red is made from Blaufränkisch, Rathay, 
Zweigelt, Mer- lot and Cabernet. The best grapes 
including skin and seeds lie on the mash for a very 
long maceration period. Afterwards the wine is 
aged in barrique barrels.
The white variant MASSIV® White is a blend of 90% 
Chardonnay with 10% mash-fermented Traminer. 
A particularly fine claim for wine connoisseurs and 
anyone who wants to become one.

MASSIV® Red
MASSIV® White
MASSIV® White Sparkling

First DAYS -
Young wines
First DAYS - our young wines, the first 
of the vintage. Fresh and elegant 
fruitiness. You drink it young and with 
ease. They are best for around 100 
days and we prefer to drink them 
from October until January.
Our young wines are classically  
matured in steel tanks.

First DAYS Rosé
First DAYS White

Sparkling DAYS -
Sparkling wine
Sparkling DAYS Muskat Ottonel and 
Sparkling DAYS Rosé are made 
from sun-kissed grapes and are  
suitable for any occasion and provide  
particularly sparkling moments of plea-
sure.

For very special sparkling moments and 
the fine standard, we have recently  
added our premium sparkling wine  
MASSIV® White Sparkling to our range.

Sparkling DAYS Rosé 
Sparkling DAYS Muskat Ottonel
MASSIV® White Sparkling

Autochthonous with tradition
We capture the power of the sun of an 
entire summer. Blaufränkisch, St. Laurent 
and Zweigelt are deeply rooted in the 
Neusiedlersee DAC wine-growing region 
and can look back on a long history 
here. The rare and very resistant Rathay 
comes from an Austrian breed with Blau-
fränkisch and is also considered autoch-
thonous. The grape varieties have adap-
ted optimally to the local conditions, 
produce the best qualities and reflect 
the terroir unmistakably.
Our autochthonous red wine varieties 
are matured as a pure variety or as a 
cuvée in barriques in a harmonious mix-
ture of stainless steel tank storage and 
first and multiple barrel occupancy. The 
result is accessible wines with soft tannins 
and excep- tional intensity.

AVIATOR Blaufränkisch
ZWEIGELT vom Heideboden
COMMANDER St. Laurent
GRANDE CUVÉE 

100 DAYS
Our 100 DAYS wines are our pure premium wines. Individual  
development and taste are our priority in the wine cellar. 
These five wines are typical for the region and exceptional in 
their type of vinification. The grapes are processed as a single  
variety. The best grapes including skin and seeds lie on the mash for a  
period of at least 100 DAYS. Afterwards the wine is aged in  
barrique barrels to perfection.
The Chardonnay is expanded for at least 100 DAYS on the fine lees 
in barrique barrels.

100 DAYS Chardonnay, 100 DAYS Zweigelt, 100 DAYS  
Shiraz, 100 DAYS Cabernet Sauvignon, 100 DAYS Merlot

HEIDEBODEN - The special area
The sun-drenched Heideboden vineyard with its red gravel soils 
stretches east of Lake Neusiedl. It allows a drainage effect even in 
wetter years due to the permeable soil and it is particularly suitable 
for viticulture - a circumstance that has been used by winegrowers 
in the region for many years. The Heideboden area lends its name 
to our HEIDEBODEN trilogy.
Robert Keringer himself played a leading role and was creative 
in designing the unique labels. An old historical map showing the 
Heideboden area, Lake Neusiedl and the location of the winery in 
Mönchhof served as a template for the memorable labels.

HEIDEBODEN Chardonnay 
HEIDEBODEN  Rosé 

HEIDEBODEN Rotweincuvée

VINIFICATION

Sparkling DAYS
Rosé Cuvée

Muskat Otonell

Sweet DAYS
Spätlese

Sweet Muskat

Sweet DAYS - Sweet wine
Pressing sweet wines from noble rotten gra-
pes is one of the special features that the 
microclimate around Lake Neusiedl allows. 
It needs warm, humid autumn weather, 
which results in the subsequent develop-
ment of botrytis. And it needs the skills of the 
winemaker, who makes the right decision at 
the right moment.
This is how sweet wines are created that are 
able to express the flavor profile of our wine 
region particularly well. Our sweet wines 
are the perfect choice as an aperitif, with 
cheese or Asian dishes.

       LATE HARVEST Spätlese Cuvée  
       sweet Muskat

Every DAYS wines are uncomplicated, versati-
le and simply taste good. These wines embody 
the diversity of our Neusiedlersee DAC wine-gro-
wing region through their typical variety, fruitiness,  
tradition and are classically aged in steel tanks 
or combined in barrique barrels that have been 
used several times.
We enjoy the ‘drinking‘ and fun aspects of these  
wines, which sometimes appear to go very well 
with food, because Every DAYS wines can integ-
rate themselves better into each day and don‘t 
have quite as much power and intensity.
The basic equipment of every wine lover.

Every DAYS Welschriesling, Every DAYS Grüner 
Veltliner, Every DAYS Sauvignon Blanc, Every 
DAYS Zweigelt Neusiedlersee DAC, Every DAYS 
St. Laurent

Every DAYS - Uncomplicated 
wine enjoyment without  
compromises

Keringer ... more than a 100 DAYS



ZWEIGELT
NEUSIEDLERSEE DAC
The Zweigelt grape variety is Austria‘s most popular red wine and is an Austrian 
cross between the Blaufränkisch and St. Laurent varieties. The range of Zweigelt 
wines extends from delicately fruity, classically matured wines to powerful trea-
sures from barrique barrels.

We develop the Zweigelt in three different varieties: Every DAYS Zweigelt Neu-
siedlersee DAC, Zweigelt vom Heideboden and 100 DAYS Zweigelt Neusiedler-
see DAC Reserve - and it is a perfect cuvée partner for all red wine cuvées in 
our wine range:
MASSIV® Red, Grande Cuvée and HEIDEBODEN Red.



PREMIUMCUVÉE - 
MASSIV®
Our flagship wines can be found in the premium wine line of 
the top cuvées MASSIV® Red and MASSIV® White and are 
made from the best grapes. The unique cuvées embody 
their origin and our craftsmanship.

MASSIV® Red is made from Blaufränkisch, Rathay, Zweigelt, 
Merlot and Cabernet. The best grapes including skin and 
seeds lie on the mash for a very long maceration period. 
Afterwards the wine is aged in barrique barrels. 

The white variant MASSIV® White is a blend of 90%  
Chardonnay with 10% mash-fermented Traminer.

MASSIV® White Sparkling - our premium sparkling wine with 
added carbon dioxide made from 90% Chardonnay and 
10% mash-fermented Traminer is matured in oak barrels for 
two years with aging cultivated by its own yeast.

Our MASSIV® wines are for the particularly fine demands 
of wine connoisseurs and everyone who wants to become 
one.

MASSIV® Red
MASSIV® White 
MASSIV® White Sparkling



95+
POINTS

 
GRAND CRU-WINNER 2021
MASSIV® Red 2017

TASTING NOTES FROM
WINE BOSS WILLI BALANJUK

Intense, deep dark colour,
complex bouquet, cassis,
dark chocolate, kumquat, fine
interwoven roasted aromas, full-bodied,
dense and powerful, fine, massive
tannin finish, very long aftertaste,
nougat and blueberries on the finish.



Our 100 DAYS wines are our pure  premium wines.

Individual development and taste are our priority in the 
wine cellar. These five wines are typical for the region 
and exceptional in their type of vinification.

The grapes are processed as a single variety. The best 
grapes including skin and seeds lie on the mash for a 
period of at least 100 DAYS. Afterwards the wine is aged 
in barrique barrels to perfection.

The Chardonnay matures for at least 100 days on the fine 
lees in barrels.

100 DAYS Chardonnay
100 DAYS Zweigelt Neusiedlersee DAC Reserve 
100 DAYS Shiraz
100 DAYS Cabernet Sauvignon 
100 DAYS Merlot

100 DAYS 



HEIDEBODEN  
- THE SPECIAL AREA

The sun-drenched Heideboden vineyard with its red gravel 
soils stretches east of Lake Neusiedl. It enables a drainage 
effect even in wetter years due to the permeable soil and it 
is particularly suitable for viticulture - a factor that has been 
used by winegrowers in the region for many years.

The Heideboden area lends its name to our HEIDEBODEN 
trilogy.

Robert Keringer himself played a leading role and was 
creative in designing the unique labels.

An old historical map showing the Heideboden area, Lake 
Neusiedl and the location of the winery in Mönchhof served 
as a model for the memorable labels.

HEIDEBODEN Chardonnay
HEIDEBODEN Rosé Cuvée
HEIDEBODEN Rotweincuvée  
          - Zweigelt | Blaufränkisch | St. Laurent



AUTOCHTHONOUS  
WITH TRADITION

We capture the power of the sun of an entire summer.

Blaufränkisch, St. Laurent and Zweigelt are deeply rooted 
in the Neusiedlersee DAC wine-growing region and can 
look back on a long history here.

The rare and very resistant Rathay comes from an Austri-
an breed with Blaufränkisch and is also considered au-
tochthonous. The grape varieties have adapted optimal-
ly to the local conditions, produce the best qualities and 
reflect the character of the terroir unmistakably.

Our autochthonous red wine varieties are matured as a pure  
variety or as a cuvée in barriques in a harmonious mixture 
of stainless steel tank storage and first and multiple barrel 
occupancy. The result is accessible wines with soft tannins 
and exceptional intensity.

AVIATOR Blaufränkisch
ZWEIGELT VOM HEIDEBODEN
COMMANDER St. Laurent
GRANDE CUVÉE  - Zweigelt | Rathay



Sweet wine -
SWEET DAYS
Pressing sweet wines from noble rotten grapes is one of the special features that the 
microclimate around Lake Neusiedl allows. It needs warm, humid autumn weather, 
which results in the subsequent development of botrytis. And it needs the skills of the 
winemaker, who makes the right decision at the right moment.

This is how sweet wines are created that are able to express the flavor profile of our 
wine region particularly well. Our sweet wines are the perfect choice as an aperitif, 
with cheese or Asian dishes.

LATE HARVEST Spätlese Cuvée
Sweet Muskat



Sparkling wines -
SPARKLING DAYS

Sparkling DAYS Muskat Ottonel and Sparkling DAYS Rosé  are 
made from sun-kissed grapes and are suitable for any occasion 
and provide particularly sparkling moments of pleasure. 
For very special sparkling moments and the fine standard, we 
have recently added our premium sparkling wine MASSIV® White 
Sparkling to our range.

Note:
Carbonated Austrian sparkling wine.

Sparkling DAYS Muskat Ottonel
Sparkling DAYS Rosé
MASSIV® White Sparkling



Young wines - 
FIRST DAYS

First DAYS - our young wines, the first of the vintage. Fresh and elegant 
fruitiness.

You drink it young and with ease. They are best for around 100 days 
and we prefer to drink them from October until January.

Our young wines are classically matured in steel tanks.

First DAYS White
First DAYS Rosé



Every DAYS wines are uncomplicated, versatile and 
simply taste good. These wines embody the diver-
sity of our Neusiedlersee DAC wine-growing region 
through their typical variety, fruitiness, tradition and 
are classically aged in steel tanks or combined in 
barrique barrels that have been used several times.

We enjoy the ‘drinking‘ and fun aspects of these  
wines, which sometimes appear to go very well with 
food, because Every DAYS wines can integrate them-
selves better into each day and don‘t have quite as 
much power and intensity.

The basic equipment of every wine lover.

Every DAYS Grüner Veltliner
Every DAYS Welschriesling
Every DAYS Sauvignon Blanc
Every DAYS Zweigelt Neusiedlersee DAC
Every DAYS St. Laurent

EVERY DAYS - 
Uncomplicated wine enjoyment  
without compromises



I‘m very demanding when it comes to 
quality and I strive for perfection. Always 
100% commitment or more, EVERY DAY.
It just has to fit! This is not the only reason 
why ‘more than a 100 DAYS‘ has become 
the guiding principle of the winery.

Robert Keringer
winemaker, innovative mastermind, world record 
holder, husband & father of two children

„

wine maker ... more than a 100 DAYS



‘WE SET A WORLD RECORD!‘

That‘s what Robert Keringer said and he has implemented one of his many 
visions and filled the largest ever glass wine bottle with his wine 100 Days Zwei-
gelt 2015.

With the record volume of 1,590 l of wine, the winery achieved an entry in the 
Guinness Book of Records.

The location of the bottle is the Asian restaurant Engel Wang Fu in Lustenau/
Vorarlberg. A tasting and serving of the wine for a charitable purpose was 
planned for 2020.

But it turned out differently...

Bad news reached us on January 23, 2020. Our world record glass wine bottle 
in the Engel Wang Fu Asian restaurant had leaked and part of the wine had 
slowly leaked out! The bottle was chilled in an air-conditioned three meter 
high climate cabinet. A power failure and the associated expansion of the 
wine caused the bottle to leak.
The Lustenau fire brigade was able to prevent the worst in an unusual opera-
tion. The cork was drilled and with the help of experts, the remaining wine was 
professionally pumped out and temporarily stored.

After checking and returning the wine to the Mönchhof winery, the wine was 
bottled in 0.75l bottles. As originally planned, the remaining wine will be dona-
ted to charity. From December 2021 the wine will be available for purchase as 
a limited edition.

A WORLD RECORD -  
1.590 LITERS OF WINE IN A BOTTLE



A WORLD RECORD THAT SHOWS GREATNESS
A limited edition for a good cause

All Infos: www.keringer.at/keringerhilft



We also support sales activities with accompanying adver-
tising measures to support the awareness of the KERINGER 
wine brand both nationally and internationally:

• Cooperation with strong partners (Rolling Pin Conven-
tion, Vienna Contemporary - International Vienna Art 
Fair, ORF - Licht ins Dunkel, Ö3 Weihnachtswunder, Na-
ked Kitchen,silent auction, etc. )

• Print (Falstaff, A LA CARTE, DiePresse, various wine guides, 
etc.)

• Social media (Facebook with over 12,000  
followers / Instagram)

• regular newsletter (approx. 7000 addresses, mainly Aus-
tria and Germany)

• Neusiedlersee DAC (Zweigelt from Burgenland is positio-
ned internationally)

• Trade fairs at home and abroad

• Wine tastings, events

• and much more

COOPERATIONS &
MEDIA SUPPORT



Contact:

Weingut Keringer
Wienerstrasse 22
A-7123 Mönchhof
Phone: +43(0)217380380 Fax: ext 40 
e-mail: weingut@keringer.at  
www.keringer.at
 
Sales: 
Keringer massiv wine GmbH, 
Wienerstrasse 22a , A-7123 Mönchhof
Austria

Social Media:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/keringer.at
Instagram: www.instagram.com/weingut.keringer

Keringer is ... more than a 100 DAYS

mailto:weingut%40keringer.at?subject=Anfrage%20Vertriebspartner
https://www.keringer.at 
http://www.facebook.com/keringer.at
http://www.instagram.com/weingut.keringer

